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Personalized Recommendation Algorithm Based on
Preference Features
Liang Hu, Guohang Song, Zhenzhen Xie, and Kuo Zhao
Abstract: A hybrid collaborative filtering algorithm based on the user preferences and item features is proposed. A
thorough investigation of Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques preceded the development of this algorithm. The
proposed algorithm improved the user-item similarity approach by extracting the item feature and applying various
item features’ weight to the item to confirm different item features. User preferences for different item features
were obtained by employing user evaluations of the items. It is expected that providing better recommendations
according to preferences and features would improve the accuracy and efficiency of recommendations and also
make it easier to deal with the data sparsity. In addition, it is expected that the potential semantics of the user
evaluation model would be revealed. This would explain the recommendation results and increase accuracy. A
portion of the MovieLens database was used to conduct a comparative experiment among the proposed algorithms,
i.e., the collaborative filtering algorithm based on the item and the collaborative filtering algorithm based on the item
feature. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was utilized to conduct performance testing. The experimental results
show that employing the proposed personalized recommendation algorithm based on the preference-feature would
significantly improve the accuracy of evaluation predictions compared to two previous approaches.
Key words: recommendation system; collaborative filtering; user preference

1

Introduction

Personalized service is an important trend in
the development of information processing
technology. With the continuous rapid development
and improvement of Internet technology, there
has been an explosive growth of information on
the Internet[1, 2] . Although publicly available consumer
search engines have become the most effective to search
the Internet, these tools fail to satisfy all user demands
and preferences. Consequently, personalized service
technology has been developed[3] . Personalized service
provides an automatic function that recommends
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items by obtaining and analyzing user information;
predictions based on the analysis and information
are made prior to the user launching a search. The
core value of personalized services lies in its
recommendation capability. The appropriate use
of recommendation algorithms that improve the
accuracy of recommendations and algorithms that
return results consistent with user interests have become
bottlenecks for the use and development of personalized
services[4] . To realize better personalized services, new
algorithms continue to be developed. Present there are
three mainstream recommendation algorithms: The
first type is the personalized time series algorithm. This
type of algorithm develops a time series relative to user
search behavior and then analyzes potential user needs
to provide recommendations. Obviously, this method
is employed by administrators rather than users. The
administrator only has to embed the most appropriate
series at the very beginning of a search to make it
work. However, personalized time series algorithms
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lack accuracy and do not meet different users’
demands. The second type is the user-item association
based algorithm. This method generates matching pairs
by analyzing the associations between user data and
resources and filtering for similarity between users
and resources. Even though this type of algorithm
is much better than the time series based algorithm,
it still demands significant effort on the part of an
administrator because, initially, there is insufficient
associated user and resource data. In addition, there are
a great many noisy and useless resources. Reducing the
amount of useless resources is difficult and achieving
dynamic updates is virtually impossible. The third type
is the collaborative filtering algorithm. This method
takes good advantage of similarities between users
with similar preferences. It will provide new items that
have been previously viewed by other users who have
the same preferences or search demands as the active
user. By using this method, an administrator only has
to match users with similar features. The advantages of
this method are its high accuracy and ease of searching
items that match user interests. These advantages make
the collaborative filtering algorithm a well-received and
mainstream technique.
However,
there are challenges associated
with collaborative filtering algorithms. (1) Data
sparsity. When a new user or item first enters the
system, finding similar data is difficult due to the
lack of information, which gives rise to the cold start
problem[5] . (2) Extendibility. When there are billions
of users and millions of items, the time complexity will
be very large. Many systems demand extremely rapid
response to meet performance agreement requirements
without regard to the users’ purchasing record or
evaluation history. Consequently, a Collaborative
Filtering (CF) recommendation system must have high
extendibility. (3) Similarity. Some items that are in
fact very similar can have different names or contexts,
therefore, most recommendation systems would not be
able to detect potential associations and would treat
similar items as different[6, 7] . To solve these problems, a
preference-feature based personalized recommendation
algorithm has been proposed. A thorough investigation
of CF techniques preceded the development of this
algorithm. The proposed algorithm improves the useritem similarity measurement by extracting item features
and confirms item feature by calculating the weights
of different feature. User preference data is obtained
by extracting item ratings. Recommendations are made
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according to the feature and user preference, which
is expected to improve recommendation accuracy
significantly. The propose algorithm also handles the
data sparsity problem and can find potential semantic
patterns in user ratings. Collectively, these features
would make predictions more understandable and more
accurate.

2

Preference-Feature Model Development

2.1
2.1.1

User preference and item features
User preference features

Users browser histories are not random; they
reflect long-term regular use that corresponds to
individual user preferences[8, 9] . The predictions made
by traditional CF methods based on user preference
obtained by ratings provided for movies that a user
has watched are not valid. Users’ special interests in
particular movies will result in skewed ratings and
therefore cannot represent a user’s actual preference for
such types of movie elements which are the information
that included in the movie such as type, actor, and
director. It is not representative to determine user
preferences based on a limited number of particular
ratings. Consequently, the investigation presented in
this paper analyzes user movie ratings over a period
of time to determine a stable preference and calculates
similarity among users to detect neighbor users[10] .
2.1.2

Item features

Different items have different elements that are used
to label items and attribute different weights. For
example, the movie i1 = hTitanici has two genre
elements, “drama” and “romance”. Even for users
who only provide a vague rating for the movie
during an evaluation, the result represents the sum
of the evaluation of different movie elements. For
example, even though movie i2 = hNotting Hilli has
“drama”, “romance”, and “comedy” elements, the
various ratings might only be related to the “comedy”
element. For movie i3 = hBruce Almightyi, which has
both “comedy” and “romance” elements, the rating
discrepancy for the same user u1 might be related
to both the “comedy” and “romance” elements. If
Ru1 i2 – Ru1 i3 is extremely large, that indicates that
the “romance” element exerts little influence on the
ratings of the two movies. If Ru1 i2 – Ru1 i3 is
small, then the “romance” element is pivotal to the
evaluation of the two movies. We could calculate
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each element’s weight for the rated movies using
user ratings and make predictions according to the
weight combinations. For example, if users show high
preferences for “adventure” and “romance” elements,
the system would preferentially recommend movies
with both elements.
2.2
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The scores and ratings users provided for movies
directly show users’ subjective preferences. In Eqs. (1),
if the element t appears frequently in the movies user
e
X
R .u; ik /
u had watched, but

User preference model development

k2IR
e
X

is high, it means
T .s; j /

sD1

In this section, we use Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to reference user u’s
rating Rui for movie I as the weight of the calculation
of user preference for elements. The TF-IDF model
is commonly used for text character description. It
is a statistical evaluation that primarily shows the
importance of some particular words to the whole text
or a set in a certain set. TF represents the occurrence
frequency of a certain word in a given text, and it
shows the ability of this text to be distinguished from
others. IDF represents the appearance frequency of
a particular word. It shows generality and decreases
distinctiveness. Here we let TFut be the occurrence
frequency of a particular element in users’ ratings and
IDF(t/ be the occurrence frequency of one particular
element in all movies. The following equation provides
the definition of user preference P .u; t / for one
particular element t in movie items:
P .u; t / D TFut  IDF.t /
(1a)
e
X
R .u; ik /
TFut D

k2IR
e
X

(1b)
T .s; j /

sD1
N X
e
X

IDF.t/ D

j D1 sD1
log N
X

T .s; j /

j D1

R.u; ik / is the rating sum of all the movies with t

k2IR

element.

e
X

T .s; j / is the element numbers of all the

sD1

rated movies.

N X
e
X

movies with the same element but

T .s; j / is the number of movies

T .t; j / is the number of elements

j D1

in all the data set. N is the the number of movie in the
data set.

is
T .s; j /

low, that indicates that user u is interested in element
t but it is hard for them to obtain search results for
movies with element t. In other words, the user would
benefit from a system that recommends movies with
element t. Equation (1c) shows the spread of element
t in the set of movie items. This will ensure that
the experimental results will not be affected by other
ubiquitous elements, such as “drama”.
Use normalization computing to calculate Eqs. (1)
m
X
and let
wu;t D 1, w is user u’s preference weight
tD1

for some particular movie element t . Let wu;t 2 .0; 1/
and m be the number of elements in the movie
dataset. For user u; the preference vector will be
wu .wu;1 ; wu;2 ; wu;3 ;    ; wu;m /: To process all the
element preferences of user set U; we employ user
preference matrix P (see Table 1).
Item feature model development

The weight of an item element corresponds to the
user preference. Even though these two are similar,
essentially user preference represents the subjective
attitude of users and the item element reflects the
objective truth of the user group, which is also an
objective item property. In this section, we will explain
how to calculate the element feature’s weight to the
item using the user preference matrix. TFi t represents
the rating weights of element t in all the rated

j D1 sD1
N
X

in all the data set.

k2IR
e
X
sD1

2.3
(1c)

T .t; j /

e
X

that the user u has a high degree of preference for
element t, and user u would like to obtain element
t through watching movies. If a user watched many
e
X
R .u; ik /

u1
u2
u3
u4

Table 1
t1
w1;1
w2;1
w3;1
w4;1

User preference matrix.
t2
t3
w1;2
w1;3
w2;2
w2;3
w3;2
w3;3
w4;2
w4;3

tm
w1;m
w2;m
w3;m
w4;m
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movies. IDF(t/ represents the occurrence frequency of
one particular element in all the movies. Thus, P .u; t /
can be defined as the user preference for some particular
element in movie items. We define Q.i; t / as the weight
of element t to item i:
Q.i; t / D TFi t  IDF.t /;
e
X
R.uj ; i /  wuj ;t
TFit D

j 2IR
e
X

;
T .u; s/

sD1
N X
e
X

IDF.t/ D

.2/

i1
i2
i3
i4

Table 2
t1
v1;1
v2;1
v3;1
v4;1

T .s; j /

j D1 sD1
log N
X

R.uj ;i/ means the user uj ’s rate to the movie i. wuj ;t is
e
X
user uj ’s preference for element t .
R.uj ; i /wuj ;t
j 2IR
e
X

is the number of the types of the movies which have
been rated by the users who have rated this movie. The
movie ratings directly show user preference. Equation
(2) shows that, if the movies user u watched had more
e
X
R .u; ik /

i 2I

sD1

is high, then element
T .s; j /

sD1

t constitutes the majority in the movie item; in other
words, this element is the primary feature.
Use normalization computing to calculate Eq. (2) and
m
X
let
vi;t D 1. v is the preference weight of some
t D1

particular element t to all movies items. Let vi;t 2
.0; 1/ and m is the number of elements obtained by all
the movie items. For item i, the item feature vector
would be vi .vi;1 ; vi;2 ; vi;3 ;    ; vi;m / : To process all
the element preferences of user set U, we employ item
feature matrix Q (see Table 2).

3.1

.Ru;i /

Preference-Feature Based Top-N
Recommendations
Preference-feature similarity calculation

Similarity is the standard that measures the
relationship between user-user, item-item. The common

:

sX

.R

u0 ;i

2

/

i 2I

i 2I

simu;u0 D sX

3

2

Constrained cosine similarity. Let u and u0 be the
users who have rated the same movie. In the intersection
T
of these two sets, I 0 D .Iu Iu0 / is the set of items that
were rated by both users. Then the similarity of u and
u0 is:
X
.Ru;i Ru /.Ru0 ;i Ru0 /

T .u; s/

is the rating sum of movies with element t:

k2IR
e
X

i 2I

i 2I

j D1

tm
v1;m
v2;m
v3;m
v4;m

measurements are as follows[11, 12] :
Cosine similarity. In the users-item rating matrix,
Ru;i denotes the ratings of item I t rated by user u:
X
.Ru;i Ru0 ;i /
simu;u0 D sX

T .t; j /

element t, and

Item feature matrix.
t2
t3
v1;2
v1;3
v2;2
v2;3
v3;2
v3;3
v4;2
v4;3

.Ru;i

2

Ru /

sX

:
.Ru0 ;i

2

Ru0 /

i 2I

Ru is user u’s average rate for all items. The value of
simu;u0 is in the range [0,1]. The larger simu;u0 is, the
greater the similarity of user u is to user u0 :
Here, we use a Pearson correlation coefficient to
calculate similarity. The process for calculating the
Pearson correlation between user u and user i is as
follows. First, calculate user preference for items that
had not been rated: X
.wu;t wu /.wu0 ;t wu0 /
i 2I

sim.u; u0 / D sX

.wu;t

2

wu /

i 2I

sX

:
.wu0 ;t

w u0 /

2

i 2I

Then calculate the feature similarity between items:
X
.vi;t vi /.vi 0 ;t vi 0 /
i 2I

sim.i; i 0 / D sX

.vi;t

vi /

i 2I

2

sX

:
.vi 0 ;t

2

vi 0 /

i 2I

The sum of i 2 I is the number of items that had
been rated by both users u and u0 . wu is the average
preference weight of user u. vi is the average type
weight of item i .
3.2

Prediction of user rating

We assign different weights  and 1  for the user
preferences and item feature similarity to calculate
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X
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sim.i; i /

Ri 0 /

1
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Weight

C
C:
A

Fig. 1

u0 2N

4

Evaluation

MovieLens was used as the database for the
evaluation experiments[13] . MovieLens is a movie
recommendation system developed by GroupLens in
1997. We selected a portion of the data containing 980
users, 100 000 rating records, and 1734 movie items
(each user has more than 20 ratings). Primarily, we
tested the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the proposed
user preference-feature based hybrid collaborative
filtering algorithm[14] by calculating the average value
of the absolute error between the prediction ratings and
actual ratings. n is the total number of user ratings. pu;i
is user u’s predicted rating for item i. Ru;i is user u’s
actual rating for item i. The lower the MAE value is,
the more accurate the prediction is.
1X
MAE D
jpu;i Ru;i j:
n
u;i

Due to data sparsity and the selection of neighbor
user, which would greatly affect the accuracy of the
algorithm, we paid particular attention to two points.
First, we selected weights in an appropriate
proportion and the experimental results show that when
the weight is 0.5, MAE is minimum, which is also
the most appropriate weight ratio value. Experimental
results are shown in Fig. 1.
From the portion of the MovieLens database selected
for use in the experiments, we used a portion as training
data and the remainder as test data. We adopted the
control variable method: Let neighbor user set k be
stable. Then, we analyzed the proposed algorithm’s
performance by comparing situations when data
sparsity changed. With the MovieLens database, the
proposed preference-feature based hybrid CF algorithm
showed different feature to different features. Let

The selection of weight.

neighbor user set k be stable and change the training
set. Table 3 shows the experimental results for each
training set when the neighbor set k D 30: Line graphs
of the results are shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, UPIF represents the preference-feature
CF algorithm. IF is the item feature CF algorithm. BI
is the traditional item-based CF algorithm. The MAE
of the preference-feature CF algorithm is less than
both the IF and BI algorithms, which means that
the UPIF algorithm’s recommendation performance is
significantly greatly better than both the BI and IF
algorithms.
From the portion of the MovieLens database selected,
we used a portion as training data. As before, we
adopted the control variable method: Let data sparsity
Table 3

The proportion of different training sets results.

The proportion of training set
0:1
0:2
0:3
0:4
0:5
0:6
0:7

BI
0:8536
0:8422
0:8400
0:8410
0:8370
0:8300
0:8200

IF
0:8400
0:8280
0:8200
0:8050
0:8000
0:7860
0:7800

UPIF
0:804
0:802
0:797
0:8050
0:7773
0:7730
0:7700

0.86
0.84
0.82
MAE

.1

X

0.785
0.780

u0 2N

0

Weight

0.795
MAE

the integrated similarity. The first part represents
the subjective feelings of the users and the second
represents the objective elements of the items. Through
the weighted feature similarity calculation, we can
derive the prediction equation for a user and an item:
X
0
1
sim.u; u0 /.Ru0 i Ru0 /
B
C
u0 2N
CC
pu;i D  B
R
C
X
u
@
A
sim.u; u0 /
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0.80
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72

Fig. 2

BI
IF
UPIF
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
The proportion of different training set

The proportion of different training sets results
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be stable and change the neighbor user set. Then,
we analyzed the algorithm performance by comparing
the results with the experimental results. To ensure
the equity and avoid occasionality, we used the same
division method and divided the MovieLens database
into five sets and chose the average value of the results
from these five sets as the final result. Table 4 shows
the results for different proportions of the training set. A
line graph of these results is shown in Fig. 3.
When neighbor user k D 30, the MAE for the three
algorithms all achieved the minimum value and showed
the highest efficiency. When k took other values, the
MAE of algorithm is much smaller than UPIF for
both the IF and BI algorithms. This also indicates that
the UPIF algorithm’s recommendation performance is
significantly better than that of the BI and IF CF
algorithms.

information. It is only able to reflect a particular feature
of the user or item. The artificial division of item
feature also increased the deviation significantly. Thus,
the main purpose of the newly proposed algorithm
is to reveal the hidden relationship between the user
model and the item model. It is evident that detailing
of information would greatly improve recommendation
accuracy. Detailing of information will be achieved by
extracting the potential semantics of information. To
some extent, data sparsity can be solved by detailing the
information, and detailing the information has become
a new research direction to address the challenging
puzzles inherent in the development recommendation
systems.
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